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In the Prairie Dust Bowl of the 1930s, a stranger walks out of a storm and forever alters the lives
of two sisters, the strange and intense Norma-Joyce and the stunning Lucinda. Their rivalry for

Maurice Dove, students studying weather on the Prairies, models the stage for a narrative
spanning a lot more than thirty years, from Saskatchewan and shifting, in the decades following

battle, to Ottawa and NEW YORK.s writing is extra yet richly textured, dark and erotic. The
physical and emotional landscapes she portrays evoke surprises, tragic and comic, and teach us

about the enduring imprint of first love. Although Norma-Joyce is a kid when Maurice Dove
drops into her life, she develops a fixation for him that lasts an eternity. Hay'
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Passionate, intricate, intoxicating--1 of my top ten books of a lifetime Elizabeth Hay is both a
writer's writer and a consummate reader's writer--a word-siren, language mystic, narrative
shaman, and spellbinding painter of prose. In this, her 1st novel, she creates a ballad-like story of
contrasts--truth and deception, like and rejection, light and dark, faith and betrayal."Maybe
Lucinda's beauty captivated the rain. Senses become acute to weather, to landscape, and to
people, their feelings, in addition to their motives. nine-year-previous Norma Joyce is small, dark,
complicated, rebellious, passionate, odd-looking, and sullenly intelligent. I won't give detailed
specifics aside, as the joy of discovery heightens the enjoyment."Beginning about a farm in the
Prairie Dust Plate of 1930's Canada, the tale spans thirty years and takes the reader in a looping
journey to Saskatchewan, Ottawa, and New York. The farm that Ernest Hardy lives on with his
two daughters in Saskatchewan may be the oasis in the drought, "an area of dew in a dried out
field, a little hill that attracted rain and snow when nothing fell somewhere else."But Norma
Joyce has already reached out to touch his cheek and state him immediately, believing that
boldness counts for a lot more than beauty.". It contains so much beauty, tragedy, and even
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more..dust blew the color off vehicles, settled on food when you ate, landed in the mouth area
while you slept, choked cattle in the fields, and muffled the phone calls of lost children. So much
dust blown so far that it landed on ships in the center of the Atlantic."A handsome stranger
would arrest the young ladies' hearts, traveling one of them to obsession. Stepping out of a
blizzard and to their lives is the handsome, prepossessing Maurice Dove, an Ottawa college
student studying weather and botany. He charms both sisters, and difficulty ensues.Lucinda's
maternal character blossomed in Maurice's presence. She cooked and cleaned with an nearly
Gertrudian fervor, tucking apart dreams just like the corners of linens. Maurice indulges in
Lucinda's beauty and moist sponge cakes, while he instructs Norma Joyce in climate and
background, acknowledging that she is an all natural, gifted student. This was her pattern:
tugging cautiously at every knot, pressing the wrapping paper smooth, saving everything for
long term use, including her very own anticipation."The Hardy farm is single magnet for moisture
in this bone-dry, punishing, skin-splitting, dust-laden community. She's the shadow woman, the
dark part of the moon. She thinks that stealthy intrusions will draw him closer."By the time
Maurice was ready to leave, Lucinda would be interested.Hay's metaphorical raveling of scenery
and psyche is nothing brief of phenomenal. The narrative winds its way through the internal and
outer wilderness of the Hardy's lives as the tale deepens in to the musk and mead of their
quiddity.Two sisters, coping with their widowed father, are a study of opposites. Or--this
believed happened to him later--maybe the dark, unpredictable sister was the source of all the
weather. The author has recurring themes and motifs that deepen the reading knowledge when
both books are go through.."The leaf's lower part is a split sheath wrapped tightly around the
stem so it won't tear in the wind.. Sexual undertones and overtones impregnate the story, a
sensuous pollen permeating the prose.Maurice Dove, a stranger, arrives. in dry weather they roll-
up like waterproof tubes to carry atlanta divorce attorneys precious drop of water vapour. As
beautifully crafted, he says with a wink, as Claudette Colbert's nifty hip and legs. He lacks a
moral compass."The story builds with intensity and eroticism, invoking shattering functions of
betrayal and avid, tormented love.Lucinda is actually the stunning sister, but Norma Joyce may
be the interesting sister.The Thorn Birds and Gone with the Wind, but the erudition and subtlety
much eclipses either novel. Also, Hay avoids the pitfalls of melodrama and ripens the story with
nuanced authenticity. She is a master of detail, describing a phrase or a concept with filmic
transcendence, turning every seed into a flower. There are also vestiges of Possession, another
book of painful, incinerating love, and botany.This is a also companion piece to her latest
novel, By itself in the Classroom."There are layers to peel and subtextual strata to mine. The
suggestion that we carry the past forwards undulates through both novels, as do early childhood
tragedies. Their dad, Ernest Hardy, is normally a taciturn farmer who lives up to becoming both
`ernest' and `hardy."She [Norma Joyce] was foliage in the wrong place, a jumble of weeds
developing out of someone's back again.Every passage is sui generis; every page is brimming
with beauty and comparison. This is an incredible coming of age story, a novel of survival and
redemption, an account of two sisters and three towns, an unforgettable, incomparable tale of
deep forbearance and clemency. Nevertheless, it is always the wonder of language that a lot of
engages, captivates and ultimately haunts me. How Many Stars Are In The Sky A STUDENT OF
WEATHERI will always be drawn to character-driven books. To state that Elizabeth Hay is
normally a expert of language, somehow, does not suffice. She is certainly a lot more than that.
She is a poet, a lyricist, a magician and some. The prose shimmers and glows, it stuns the mind
and heart.`A Student of Weather' can be an accessible go through. Lucinda is approximately ten
years more than Norma Joyce. For example, there are Mrs. One is immediately experiencing life



in 1938 in Saskatchewan. The partnership between student and instructor, parent and kid, and
the worthiness of education--including the study of the organic world--can be explored in both
tales.' The weather is dry, and there is dust everywhere. It really is gritty, and we feel the grit, we
experience everything. Seventeen-year-old Lucinda is lovely, high, titian-haired, pliable, hard-
functioning, dutiful, and light;The underside of the leaves have very few pores; He lodges with
the Hardys on three distinct occasions in one calendar year, enchanting Lucinda, bewitching
and educating Norma Joyce with his comprehensive understanding of nature. Slender-tipped,
smooth, loose and open up, lax at flowering time, puberulent.This book, in many ways, was
reminiscent of Dickens in some of its characters. We are instantaneously living with the family
members Hardy.If you want character-driven fiction that both breaks the center and makes it
sing, this is a must read. Gallot.' I understood that I was in the current presence of an unusually
talented article writer. Dove, Maurice's mother. Secondary characters though they are, they are
nonetheless important.We move from Saskatchewan to Ottawa and sometimes experience life
in New York City. There are grains of  She is many issues, but she actually is always
fascinating.That is, simultaneously, an extravagant yet economical book. She is unrelenting in
her pursuits. It is one of the most unforgettable books that I've ever read.. This publication is
truly one about existence, how we experience it, and how exactly we live it.I do not often do this,
but I ordered `Only In The Classroom' once I actually read approximately one-hundred
webpages of `A Student of Weather. Then there is certainly Mrs. Hulder and Mrs.I must thank
my great Amazon close friends for alerting me to this book. It was Switterbug who understood
that I would fall deeply in love with this kind of literature, and I am in her debt.
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